
Eliminates costly equipment and time wasted when attempting to 
pinpoint leaks. This highly-visible smoke blends readily with air. They
can also be used to trigger fire alarms, observe air flow or used as a 
signal. Other uses are to test fire masks, and use in Fire Service
Training and exercises. No
residue to stain clothing or 
building interiors; no explosives.
Ship. wt. 4 lbs.

H166A

H165

Minimum order of 2
R429 Smoke Canister $44.95/ea.

With a powerful 1300-watt heating core and reliable high-
pressure piston pump, this machine delivers an impressive output
of 4800cfm. It will quickly fill your training area with dense, 
persistent, non-irritating smoke with excellent obscuring
power. Comes standard with 32-foot wired remote control 
featuring a selection for manual or self-timed operation. Simply
set the control flow rate, duration of smoke blasts and interval
between blasts. The Superior Smoke Machine will continuously
refill an area with smoke at a steady, constant rate. Other 
features include thermal cutoff to prevent “wet smoke” and
LED status lights. Unit holds one gallon of smoke fluid. UL listed.
Ship. wt. 32 lbs.

AM240 Superior Smoke Machine $921.95
AM241 Smoke Fluid, 1-Gallon $54.95

Superior Smoke Machine

AW352 Battle Fogger $998.95
AW415 Smoke Fluid-4 liter $46.95

The  Pro Fogger’s simple design is an
extremely effective fog machine incorporating a large heating
block, a strong whisper-quiet pump, and our cutting-edge
Rapid Change Technology (RCT) capillary tube replacement
system. The large one-gallon integrated fluid tank prevents
leaks and drips, a special hammer-tone finish resists scratches
and wear, and a built-in handle balances off the sleek, rugged
chassis. The Pro Fogger comes standard with a 25' deluxe
remote, and onboard microprocessor, a built-in hose adapter,
and a replacement RCT capillary tube kit. Ship. wt. 25 lbs.  

Price
Cat# Burn Time Size Volume Per Dozen
L408 30 sec. 11/2"x11/2" 4,000 cu. ft. $36.95/dz.
L409 60 sec. 11/2"x21/2" 8,000 cu. ft. $40.95/dz.
H165 2-3 min. 11/2"x5" 40,000 cu. ft. $73.95/dz.
H166A 2-3 min. 11/2"x5" 40,000 cu. ft. $78.95/dz.

For Fire Training and Testing Sewer/Water Mains

Smoke Candles

Smoke Canister
Strictly for use during your department
mask drills. The Smoke Canister 
generates 500,000 cubic feet of dense
white smoke for five to six minutes
burning time. Smells and looks like
fire smoke but will not leave odors or
residue to damage clothing or walls.
Irritating to discourage laxity in training
exercise. Could be hazardous when
used indoors without self-contained
breathing apparatus. Ship. wt. 4 lbs.

Battle Fogger Cloud 9 Smoker Machine 110 VAC

Cat# Dimensions Weight Price
BE043 28"x28.5"x20.5" 132 lbs. $4,999.95

Smoke training used to be a nightmare for teachers using glycol-based
smokers that frequently clogged, produced rapidly dissipating
smoke that burned when inhaled, and left slippery residue on surfaces.
That all changed with the introduction of Super Vac 's new self 
cleaning, mineral oil based, Cloud 9 Smoker, which produces huge
amounts of pure white smoke, doesn't cause breathing discomfort,
has superior hang time, and leaves no slippery residue. The Cloud 9
Smoker features the Automatic Clean Cycle, (ACC) that kicks in every
time the machine is used. Change your next training nightmare into
a dream, with the Cloud 9 Smoker machine from Super Vac.

4200 CFM

4800 CFM
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